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LIGHTBLASTER L720
CENTOLIGHT STROBE AND WASH LED BAR LIGHTBLASTER L720

The LIGHTBLASTER L720 stands as a sophisticated LED
strobe and wash light meticulously crafted for indoor
applications, where power, safety, and versatility converge
seamlessly. Elevating the illumination experience, this lighting
marvel is purposefully designed to meet the exacting demands
of contemporary settings.
At the heart of the LIGHTBLASTER L720 lies a cutting-edge
light source comprising 480pcs RGB LED 3in1 and 240pcs
White LED elements. Remarkably, the emission surface is
artfully divided into 40+20 independent zones, showcasing a
commitment to precision and control. The discerning user can
exercise unparalleled authority by manipulating individual
colors in each zone through DMX, or opt for simplified channel
configurations for fundamental strobe and wash applications.
What sets the LIGHTBLASTER L720 apart is its unparalleled
versatility. Offering a spectrum of possibilities, users can
effortlessly tailor the lighting experience to their specific needs.
Whether it's the nuanced control of colors through DMX or the
streamlined simplicity of basic strobe and wash applications,
this lighting fixture adapts with finesse.
In conclusion, the LIGHTBLASTER L720 is a testament to
innovation and excellence in the realm of LED lighting. Its
meticulous design, technical prowess, and adaptability make it
a formidable choice for those seeking to elevate their indoor
lighting experience. Immerse yourself in a world where
brilliance meets subtlety, courtesy of the LIGHTBLASTER
L720.
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PRODUCT DETAILS
 
Key features

480pcs RGB 3in1 and 240pcs White LED
40+20 Independent Zones
Strobe from 0 to 30Hz
Built-in Strobe, Color Mixing and Auto effects
DMX512/Auto/Master-Slave/Sound Control Modes
Convection Cooling System

 
Specifications

Led source 480pcs RGB 3in1 and 240pcs White LED
Zones 40+20
Dimmer 0÷100% Control
Strobe 0-30Hz
DMX Channel Modes 4CH / 11CH / 140CH
Control Modes DMX512/Auto/Master-Slave/Sound Active
Control Panel 4-digit LED Display and 4 Buttons
DMX Connections 3-pin In/Out
Power Connections PowerCon In/Out
Cooling Convection Cooling
IP Grade IP20
Voltage AC110V-240V
Frequency 50/60Hz
Power Consumption 200W
Fixture Size (WxDxH) 1000 x 70 x 80 mm (39.37 x 2.75 x 3.15 in)
Fixture Weight 2.5 kg (5.51 lbs.)
Carton Size (WxDxH) 1040 x 130 x 150 mm (40.94 x 5.11 x 5.90 in)
Carton Weight 5 kg (11.02 lbs.)


